The greening fastidious bacteria (GFB), also tentatively named Liberobacter, cause citrus green disease. They unevenly inhabit the sieve tubes of host plants in low concentration. A highly sensitive specific DNA probe, developed with DNA cloning methods has been used to detect GFB in infed citus hosts. One of the clones containing a 0.24-kb GFB-specific DNA fragment was labeled biotinated nucleotides by a PCR-labeling technique. A dot hybridization assay with the biotin-labeled A pobe has been successfully used for detecting GFB in various citrus hosts including mandarins, rs, weet oranges and pummelos. This probe could specifically react with all GFB strains from several An countries, but not with those from South Africa. The probe developed has specificity and sentivity sufficient enough to detect minute levels of GFB infection and, therefore, can be used in quatine of the Asian greening disease.
INTRODUCTION
us since 199214). Unlike several DNA probes of GFB prepared from the alternative host periwinkle (Catharanthus roseus L.)15), we prepared our DNA probes directly after cloning DNA of GFB purified from diseased citrus host (Citrus tankan Hay.). Three recombinant clones containing specific DNA fragments of GFB were obtained by screening 836 transf ormants via crosshybridization selection. One stable clone containing a 0.24-kb GFB-specific fragment was selected to develop a DNA probe. The DNA was labeled by biotin using PCR (polymerase chain reaction) technique. Based on our prior experiments, we found that the PCR-labeling probe is more efficient than the probe labeled by nicktranslation or random-primer methods. In this paper, we use dot hybridization with nonradioactive probes to successfully detect the pathogen causing Asian citrus greening in infected citrus hosts. Various methods of preparing DNA samples were compared for their efficiency in dot hybridization. A safe, specific and sensitive method suitable for large quantity diagnosis of citrus greening in plant disease quarantine has been described.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant materials GFB-infected Tankan tangor (Citrus tankan Hay.) trees with characteristic symptoms of citrus greening were collected from northern Taiwan and used for GFB DNA cloning. The other GFB-infected citrus samples for detection were sampled from the differential centrifugation and sucrose density-gradient centrifugation with poor efficiency. A total of 836 transformed E. coli colonies were obtained through cloning GFB DNA. All transformed colonies were screened individually by dot hybridization with biotin-labeled DNA preparations from both GFB-infected and healthy plants. Only three clones were GFB-specific. The recombinant plasmids were extracted individually from the three clones and biotinylated to make probes for dot hybridization tests. One stable clone with an insert of about 0.24-kb was selected to develop GFB DNA Probe 1 (GP1). Dot hybridizations of the GP1 consistently showed specific, sensitive reactions to nucleic acid extracts from GFB-infected citrus plants.
Detection of diseased citrus plants by dot and Southern hybridizaton tests with labeled GFB DNA probe 1 (GP1) The results of dot hybridization of GP1 to the DNA preparations from diseased and healthy citrus plants in Taiwan are shown in Fig. 1 tive in detecting GFB DNA in samples extracted from GFB-infected citrus plants. The hybridization signals of DNA extracted from healthy and diseased citrus samples were very different. The signal bands were located between 200-bp and 300-bp DNA marker (Fig. 2) . GP1 hybridized not only with GFB strains of Taiwan but also with several Asian strains collected from such locations as Okinawa (Japan), Kuangtung (China), Hanoi (Vietnam), Davao (Philippines), Sarawak (Malaysia), Chiang Mai (Thailand), Delhi (India) and Al Mofaja (Saudi Arabia). As shown in Fig. 3 Under the same DNA preparation method, the relative strength of the hybridization signals could reflect the GFB-DNA contents.
For differentiation of the strength of signals, reciprocal DNA dilutions were made. As shown in Table 1 , all signals from dot hybridizations could be divided into five grades according to their dilution end points and signals. The DNA samples from diseased mandarins (including tangor) and diseased sweet oranges gave stronger signals; their original signals (undiluted) can be categorized as first (+ + + + +) or second (+ + + +) grade. The original signals from diseased grapefruit samples can be categorized as third grade (+ + +). The DNA extracts from diseased pummelos gave the weakest signals, fourth (+ +) or fifth (+) grade. The results suggest that the GFB population in pummelo hosts may be lower than that in mandarin or sweet orange. As we compared all local and Asian GFB strains, we found that these geographically different citrus strains did not show significant differences in hybridization signals, except that from South Africa which did not react with GP1.
For accuracy and consistency of GFB detection, the
